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The Middle East region is undergoing tremendous change in the wake of economic ambition,  

drive for innovation and ongoing geo-political challenges
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UAE • Diversification drive

• Innovation agenda

KSA • Large domestic market

• Privatization

• Diversification vision

Egypt • Streamlining of business laws and regulatory impediments

• Regaining confidence

Turkey • Measures to revitalize private investment

• Resuming trade and investment ties with Europe

Iran • Large (potential) projects pipeline

• Increasing oil exports

• Improving domestic consumption

• Lower trade costs



As they pursue their global competitiveness ambitions, these economies offer significant  

growth opportunities

Competitiveness

• Attracting investment

Diversification

• Creating new opportunities

Innovation

• Looking beyond adoption

Employment

• Ensuring stability

Infrastructure and mobility

Tourism and hospitality

Real estate and social infrastructure

FinTech and financial services

Emerging Opportunities

$100 bn+ annual  

investment

$14 bn of contracts in  

2018

Affordability and access

2.5x growth in number of  

Fintech startups by 2020
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9/10 say innovation is a key focus area and  

technology is a critical enabler of future growth

92%

expect to make an incremental  

investment in innovation, including  

new products, new services and  

new ways of doing business

penetrating further into existing  

markets68%

say “customer focus” is critical to  

their future growth and business  

transformation, especially since:
88%

have pursued new skills/ training

in the last 12 months

consider emotional intelligence as  

important as technical skills for CEOs

are more open to new influences  

and collaborations than at any other  

point in their career

64%
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64%

76%

CEOs are anticipating disruption and taking steps to either respond successfully or to drive  

disruption themselves



As businesses prepare for the “next big growth opportunity”, corporate as well as public  

sector leaders are conscious of opportunities and underlying success factors

Technology

– Customer experience

– Blockchain

– AI

– FinTech

– Cyber security

Policy and Regulation

– Economicstimulus

– VAT

– IFRS

Culture and  
governance

– Corporate culture

– Governance

– Skills andcapability

Growth

– Expansion

– Cost optimization

– Alliances

– Financing

– Risk consciousness
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Thank you,

… and your questions
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